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Grading in Canvas - the Basics
1 - Create an Assignment



2 - Create an assignment shell



3 - Fill in assignment shell



4 - At the minimum ...

- Name the assignment.
- Assign total points possible.
- “Save” or “Save and Publish” 



Submission types

4 types: 

- No Submission
- Online
- On Paper
- External Tool



Creating a Turnitin Assignment
Follow the steps to create an assignment.

Type - “External Tool”



Find & Select
Find button



Select Turnitin
Select



Youtube - Turnitin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAqnH3s7RVg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAqnH3s7RVg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dAqnH3s7RVg


Rubrics
Adding rubrics to an assignment by editing the quiz



Rubrics
Add grading criteria to the 
rubric for use in the 
Speedgrader



Importing and Exporting Content
● Many departments have digital question banks. 
● These are usually QTI files.
● Canvas can import and export QTI files to speed up quiz creation.



Importing content
Go to setting at the bottom of your control panel.

          
Select, “Import Course Content”



Importing Content
From the drop-down menu you’re able to select 
from a range of choices.

Choose import QTI .zip file and choose a name for 

the question bank.



Exporting Content
Its often helpful to export 
question banks as QTI files for 
editing in other test generators.

Follow the same process as 
before, except choose export 
course content.



Quiz Creation
Find the Quizzes link and click + Quiz.

Details tab: quiz options such as: due 

date, timers, multiple attempts, 

individual specific properties, and 

others  



Quiz Creation
Question tab adds questions to 
the quiz. 

New question: blank template

New question group: randomly 
selects questions from a new 
bank or links to existing banks

Find question: specific selection 
from existing question banks



Quiz/Assignment Deployment
Quizzes and assignments can be accessed by students through their respective 
tabs, provided that those tabs are made visible or through modules.

● Modules
○ Turning off assignment and quiz tabs and allowing access through modules guides students 

through course material.



Grading Features
The gradebook is organized 
of a spreadsheet where links 
to all of the assignments/ 
quizzes are available

Speedgrader is the 

tool that allows the 

instructor to move 

through individual 

student submissions.



Due Dates, availability dates, & multiple attempts
These are all familiar options, but as of current Canvas has a few hiccups that will 
cause headaches if these options are ill configured

I have personally had issue with designing quizzes with multiple attempts, due 
dates, but no end-availability date. Failure: students taking their second 
attempt to prepare for an exam were graded “lat e.”



Specific questions from TAs
Q: How do I find a specific student’s assignment without manually scrolling 
through the Speedgrader?

A: access the answer through the gradebook.

Q: how do I create columns? How do I create columns that don’t have fixed point 
totals? (i.e. extra credit)

A: The easiest way I’ve found is exporting the gradebook to Excel, creating a 
column and importing the .CSV file back into Canvas.



Specific questions continued...
Q: How do I exempt a grade for a student?

A: This can be done by typing EX into the cell corresponding to the assignment 
and student or by Mute Assignment in the Speedgrader

Q: How do I weight assignments?

A: Assignment weighting can be applied to assignment groups.



What are groups?
● Canvas organizes coursework into categories called “groups.”

○ In the grade book these are the columns with the dark headings, quizzes, assignments, 
discussions tests, etc.

● Groups are created and edited under the Assignments tab, and cannot be 
edited in the gradebook.



Assignment group Features
Weighting can be applied to groups

If a particular assignment needs its own 
weighting, create a new group and weight 
the group.

 



Assignment group Features
You may also toggle other features within 
groups such as dropping “n” lowest 
assignments.

 



More FAQs
Q: How do I clean an attempt for a student?

A: This is not an available feature in Canvas. However, you may give a student an 
extra attempt which is essentially the same thing and the record of the first attempt 
is retained.



Analysis 
Find general statistics on student 
performance by clicking quiz statistics



Analysis
More detailed information can be 
downloaded by clicking the student 
analysis or item analysis buttons.



Questions?


